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The hosts will be informed in advance of such visits. David Schwartz Most people sell themselves short and
underestimate themselves. The entire business works off of a simple points. V worth of products from Amway
every month else they are 'chicken'. BWW through its affiliates has presence in India for about 20 years. I look
forward to hearing from you. I confronted as to the validity of all these that i am asked to buy and i was told
that all these would make it look like a legitimate business. Og Mandino is my favorite author of all time.
What would happen in your life if you had lost your job or were hospitalized without pay for 90 days? Speaker
Introduction The official Britt host goes on stage to welcome the audience and briefly introduce the speaker in
2 minutes. Your goal should be to show the plan to at least new prospects each week. You will also have the
income as well as personal freedom to be able to help others much more than ever before. Why not change
things to look like this? The attitudinal training given also improves their quality of life. To be polite i
responded and they kept the conversation going and finally they asked my number. At the end of the seminar i
was given a few CD's and a literature material again highlighting what was said in the meeting. Cicero Leader
Say After joining this business and getting involved with BWW system, we have discovered our true potential.
These Large conferences are also held 4 times every year. Closing It is mandatory to mention that the prospect
should contact the person who invited them to the meeting. It maintains the highest standards in terms of
quality and efficiency. Start up cost is as little as the cost of nice dinner and movie for two. This is an all-time
classic. We help them each find two of their friends and family that have the ambition level that they do and
get them involved. Be a product of the product. BWW keeps setting high standards for this business and is
continuously enriched by the inputs it receives from global leaders who have been in this business for several
years. I did succumb to the pressure to sign up and was asked to sign up then and there. The first bonus being
paid at points. Leverage the technology offered by Britt World Wide so you can work smart and stay plugged
in. You would not have to do it alone.


